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SUMMARY 

Air pollution along Colorado's Front Range is 
manifested as visible haze that can range in color 
from grayish-white to brown, This =brown dloucl," 
caused mainly by airborne particles, is observed 
most frequently' during the winter, when low wind 
speeds and stagnant conditions accumulate 
pollutants from diverse sources. During the 
winter, the brown cloud accumulates t~ a shallow 
layer of stagnant air near the 8outh Platte River. 
To understm¢[ the ¢on~bution of different 
pollution sources to the brown cloUd, the 
Colorado GeneralAssemblyapproved House Bill 
1345 tn 1995. This legislation established the 
Northern Front Range Air Quality Study 
(NFRAQS) to idemily sources ot air pollution 
along Colorado's Front Range. "l'he study 
objectives were reaffirmed in the next session of 
the General Assembly with passage of HB 96- 
1179, which expanded the scope of the Study. 
Nearly 40 government, industry, and research 
organiz&tbns provided funding during the 
program. 

The NFRAQ,~ Tsohnica[ Advisory Panel (TAP) 
established three polk~j-relevantobjsctJves for the 
Study: 

Identify the sources of diractly emitted PM=s 
(airborne particles less than 2.5 micrometers 
in diameter) 

Determine the role of gas-phase nitrogen 
oxides, sulfur dioxide, and ammonia in 
forming ammonium nitrate and ammonium 
sulfate constituents of PM~ 

Identify the sources respons~le for forming 
ammonium nttrale and ammonium sulfate 
PM~_5. 

As the legislation spedfied, Colorado ~'~t~ 
University managed the NFRAQS subject to 
concurrence on plans, selection of research 
groups and expenditures by the TAP. Fifteen 
research groups from throughout the United 
$~ates participated in the three-year study. The 
NFRAQS program measured PM=.=, which causes 
Denver's brown cloud. Scientists measured 
ambient meteorology, visibility, and air quality at 
several locations in the metro Denver area, north 
to Fort Colllns, and along the South Platte River 
basin northeast to Fort Morgan dudng three 
separate periods - Winter 1996, Summer 1996, 
and Winter 1997. 

KEY FINDING8 

The NFRAQS w a s  designed to provide 
information to policy makers in Colorado who are 
responsible for managing air quality. The 
following key findings, based mainly on episodic 
observations made in Winter 1997. are organized 
by the Slud~s policy-relevant objeclives, 

Objective 1 - fden~j  1he sources or contributois 
to PM=s in the NFRAQS region 

Dudng the winter episodes of highest PM~ 
concentrations in the metro Denverarea~ receptor 
modeling estimated that the most important 
sources orcontributors to P M:~were: 

• Gasoline vehicle exhau~, 30% 
- Diesel exhaust, 10"/= 
• Dust and debris, 15% 
• Wood smoke, 5% 
• Meat cooking, 5% 
• Particulate ammonium nitrate (formed in the 

a~rnosphere from a variety of sources). 25% 
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* Particulate ammonium sulfate (formed in the 
atmosphere from a vadetyof sources), 10% 

During 1he episodes studied, the direct PMss 
contn'bution from gasoline-powered vehicles and 
sn~nes was three t~mes the direct PM=s 
contribution from diesel-powerect vehicles and 
engines. In contrast, in gunent emission 
inventories diesel vehicles are projected to 
produce more PM~ emissions than gasoline- 
powered vehicles. High emitting or smoking 
gasoline-powered v~hicles, which compdse a 
small fraction of the in-use vehicle Ileal, produced 
nearly one-hail o! the gasoline exhaust p~hicles. 
The diesel exhaust particles come from trucks, 
Ioo0motives, construction equipment and other 
sources. PM=.s directly sinE'Led from diesel 
vehicles and engines was one-third of that trom 
gasoline vehicle¢ and engines, even though 
diesel-powered vehicles oompdse five percent of 
the regional vehicle rnilestraveled. Fine particles 
from road debris and dust, construction activities, 
and wind-blown ~ n d  contributed 16% of the total 
PM=.e, an amount much lower than current 
emission estimates. 

Psrlie~late-ammonium nitrate and ammonium 
sulfate are formed in the atmosphere from gas- 
phase emissions of ammonia, nitrogen oxides, 
and sulfur dioxide, These are c~lled secondary 
particles because they are not emitted directly. 
Their sources are discus.~d in Objecth/es 2 
and 3. 

Objective 2 -  Deterrr#ne 1he role of gas-phase 
nitrogen oxides, sulfur dioxide, and ammonia in 
the formation of ammonium nitrate and 
ammonium ~ulfafe PM~.s pard'des 

The NFRAQ8 region is ammonia-rich. 
AgrP.,uttuml operations producect the most of the 
ammonia in the Northern Front Range, Current 
ammonia emissions would have to be reduced 
50% to achieve ~ 15% reduction in p~rticulate 
ammonium nitrate ievel~. FtJIther reducCons in 
ammonia emissions would provide proportional 
decreases in ammonium nitrate concentrations. 

Objective 3--Identify the sources responsible for 
the fommtion of armn~nium n#rate and 
ammonium su#a~ PM~ parUo(e.s 

Because ol limitations in funding, NFRAQ$ 
scientists were unable to completely'apportion the 
contributing sources to ammonium nitrate and 
ammonium sulfale PMzs particles. Atmospheric 
models also have not been adequately developed 
to modal 1he atmospheric formation of particles 
from their sources, However, the b"tudy found 
thatthe majority of nEmgen oxides, and therefore, 
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particulate ammonium nitrate, are produced by 
mob~l~ sources, The formation o| PM=~ nitrate 
particles is not a linear process. Reduotion¢ of 
nitrogen oxide emissions, the precursor to 
particulate nitrate, would result in less-than- 
proportional reductions in PM~sammonium nitrate 
particles. Three-fourths of the sulfur dioxide 
emissions, a precursor to partk~ulate ammonium 
sulfate, are produced bycoal-fired power stations. 

RELATED FINDINGS 

The 24-hour or 1-hour federal air quality 
standards for particulate matter were not 
exceeded at any time dudng the Study. 

PM~5 episode concentra~ons have decreased 
substantb.lly during the last twenty years. 
PM=.= concentrations during ~e NFRAQ~ 
were less than half those reported In 1978. 

In the metropo/itan Denver area: 

During the winter, emissions caused by 
mobile sources (exhaust from cars, trucks, 
construction equipmentand locomotives, and 
dust from roads and construction activities) 
produced at least 75% of the PMcs. 

The Denver summer average PM=~s 
concentratbn clurlng pollution episodes was 
85% as high as during the winter, but its 
composition was different. Particulate c~rbon 
spccie..s were dominant (44-% of the total). 
Dust was more important in the summer than 
in the winter, 

Fossil fuel combustion produced 75% of the 
particulate carbon species in the winter and 
50% of the pextioulate carbon species in the 
summer. 

During the winter episodes studied, wood- 
burning emissions contributed 5% to PM~. 
Meat cooking ccntrlouted ,$% to the total 
PM~. About 10 yearn ago, wintertime wood 
burning and meat cooking contributed about 
35% of the observed PM~_~ levels, 
demonstrating the benefPLs of the Colorado 
Department of Publio Health and 
Environment's (CDPHE) program on wood 
burning restrictions. 

Less PMzsamrnonium nitrate occurred during 
the summer (8% of 1he total) than in the 
winter (25% of the total), because it 
evaporates at warm temperatures. 



Ammonium sulfate concentrations were 
nearly identiG~l in Denver in both summer 
and winter (10-15% of the total). 

In the northern, non-urb'an Iocaiions: 

Although air quality generally was worse in 
Denver than in other areas, ~e NFRAQ~ 
found that during polluJion episodes, PM~s 
c.oncentratJons sometimes we,-e a~ high in 
rural iocations northeast of Denver along the 
South Platte River as theywere in downtown 
Denver. The 9tudy did not determine 
whether the PM~.s was fornied at or near 
those s~tes or whether it was transported from 
Denver, Boulder, Fort Collins, Greeley, or 
oiher I<~cal~ons. 

At 1he nJraJ, northern NFRAQS sampling 
sites,the averagecompositiortof PM=.~during 
Winter 1997 pollution episodes was different 
from that in the urban locations, with a 
smaller fraction from gasoline (5-16%) and 
diesel emissions (3-7%). and larger portions 
o1 patticulate ammonium nitrate (34-40=/o) 
and ammonium ~uifate (11-14%), with 6-27% 
from dust. 

The NFRAQ$ program began in the fall cf 1995 
and focused on policy-relevant topi~. This 
summary d~scribes how the scientists designed 
and conductedthe study and it presents the most 
important NFRAQ~ findings from technical 
reports completed through September 199B. See 
the NFRAQS web site (http:ffnfraqs.cim, 
colostate.edu) for all data and technical reports. 

SCOPE OF THE I~IFRAQS 

During the three-year program, the NFRAQS 
scientists conducted comprehensive air quality 
and meteorological measurements, along with a 
series of concurrent measurements from the most 
important pollutionsou rces expected to contribute 
to PM~ concentrations during the winter and 
summer along Colorado's Northern Front Range. 
Fifteen research organizations from throughout 
the U.$. took part in the Sludy and they acquired 
millions of air quar=ty and meteorological data 
points for subsequent analysis. The scientists 
¢onstru~ed specialized equipment to measure 
direct emissions from meat cooking and wood 
burning. They alsc usedstate-of-the-art sampling 
equipment to measure emissions from neatly 225 
gasoline and diesel-powered vehicles. They 
deployed sophisticated meteorological 
measurement equipment to oharacteri;~e air 
motions and mixing, humidity, and temperature 
throughout the lower troposphere. The CDPHE 
provided daily forecasts during the air quality 

measurement periods, so that sampling could be 
conducted during episodes of high PM~.5 
concentrations. The CDPHE also audited air 
quality measurement sites to determine if 
measurements were being conducted in 
accordance with specifications for the,Study. 

The NFRAQS was carded out in three phases, 
designated as Winter 96, 9ummer 96 and Winter 
97° Phase l, the Winter 96 study, a pilot proje~, 
ran from January 16 to FebnJary 29, 1996 when 
scientists boJlected samples at Wetby in northeast 
metropolitan Denver (Figure 1}. The Winter 96 
study provided the opportunity to teal-sampling 
equipment for later use in Phases [I and i[I andto 
gather baseline winter data for comparison with 
the major studyin the winter of 1997. Scientists 
conducted Phase !1, in the summer, from July 16 
to August 31, 1996 at Welby, Golden, east of 
Longmont, and Fort Collins. Phase II provided 
summer PMz~ samples for comparing tile PM~5 
characteristics withWinter 96 and Winter 97 data. 
in Phase i]1, Winter 97 and the major phase of the 
NFRAQS, scientists collected samples from 
December 16, 1996 to February 9, 1997 at three 
"ecru; sites t"Welby, Brighton, and Evana), and aix 
"satellite" sites (Chaffield Reservoir, Highlands 
Ranch, downtown Denver, east of Longmont. Fort 
Collins, and Masters; Figure 1]. At each location 
scientists obtained air quality and meteorological 
data, and, at some locations, 35 mm slides and 
t/me-lapse video recordings. The scientists and 
QCC members selected from many options all 
measurement methods and the location of the 
measurement sttes that would provide data 
needed to achieve theStudy's objectives. 

The NFRAQS emphasized simultaneous 
collection of PM=~ from pollution sources and 
ambient air quality samples. The scientists 
analyzed samples for mass, chemical elements. 
ions, organicand elemental carbon, many organic 
compounds, and carbon-16, isotopic abundances. 
They organized the data, entered it into a 
documented database (available at the NFRAQS 
web site), and conducted tests to determine data 
validity, precision, and ao=uracy. Wherepossible, 
they evaluated sensitivity of conclusions to the 
range of condi'dons the data represent, and 
provided qualificELtions on the adequacy of the 
measurements to address each of the b-'tudy'e 
objectives. 

THE EMISSIO~IS INVENTORY 

Emission inventories often provide a frame o! 
reference for development of air quality 
management strategies, because they estimate 
emissions from different sources. Thus, the 
inventory must be accurate so policy makers can 
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plan effective programs to reduce emissior'6. 
HB95-1345 called for a determination or the 
eoureee of air pollution in the NFRAQS region. 
Table 1, provided by the Regional Air Quality 
Coundl, lists pollutants and their sources for the 
sLy-county metro Denver area using methods 
developed pdor to this study. The motor vehicle 
emissk3n estimates were dedved from emission 
models and factors develop .ed from studies 
conducted as part of the NFRAQ8 bythe CDPHE 
and the Colorado School of Mines, along wit~ 
regional travel estimates. 

PMms emissions listed in the table are directly 
emitted particles (called primary particles); they 
ere dPtfemnt from PMms particles formed in the 
etmosphere from gas-phase precursor 
COml~unds (railed secondary particles). Seventy- 
seven percent of the directly emitted PM,0 (all 
particles having aerodynamic diameters up to 10 
pm, including PM~} is from road dust and sand. 
Nitrogen ox'mtes (NO=), sulfur dioxide (SO=), at~d 
ammonia (NH+) are precursors to the formation of 
secondary PM~ ammonium r:Rrate and 
ammonium sulfate in the atmosphere. NO= +.nd 
gas-phase volatile organic compounds (VOCs) 
form ozone, ~nd under summertime conditions in 
the Denver area., VOCs also form secondary 
organic carbon particles. Carbon monoxide (CO) 
does not contribute te PM=~ or impairment of 
visibility. 

Table 1 shows what source types are thoughtto 
contr~ute to the each of the poflLItants. Wood 
burning has been reduced substantiallydudng the 
past ten years because of the CDPHE's wood 
burning restriction program, and it produces on/y 
7% of the directly-emitted PMz~ (Table 1). 
Industrial sources comprise those souses having 
permits from the Colorado A(r Pollution Control 
Division, such as refineries, print shops, auto 
body shops, and natural gas c o m p a r e .  Area 
sources include vapors from gasoline transfer, 
p~lnts, degreasers, solvents, and other sources. 

hcc~Eitng to this inventory, mobile sources 
produce 58% of the NO=, 53% of the VOC and 
94% of the CO, while power plants produce 73% 
of the 80= emissions. Estimates of ammonia 
(NI-I~) emissions, provided separately by the 
CDPHE= are for area~ outside of the mix-county 
metro Denver area. For the entire NFRAQS 
region, the CDPHE estimates a total of 114- 
Ions/day of ammeni~ emissions, of which 
agricultural operations produce 97 tons, or 85%. 
Humans produce the remaining 15%. 

Emission inventories are relatively accurate for 
.£,O~ and NO=, th~ precursors of secondary PM~ 
paroles. In other parts of ~he counhy VOC 
emi~slons from mobile sources are currently 
underestimated by a f=Gtor of two or more. In the 
NFRAQS, scientists aJso observed substantial 

3asorr=a Vehicle Exhaust 
~moldng Vehicle F-x~u~t 
On-Ro~ Diesel Exhaust 
Off-Road Diesel Ex~=tust 
Road Dust & Sand 
Unpaved Road Dust 
Construction Dust 
+rood Bum!~ 
+ C o a ~  Power Stations 
Restaurant Cooldng 
Natural Gas 
industrial Sources 
Area Sources 
Biogenic Sources 
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73% 

0% 
20% 10% 
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I' i I 0 ~  

~7% 
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1% 
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Table 1. Direct emissions m pere.~nta~e from pol l~on soT~re.o t y l ~  in the ~ix-eour~ melxo 
Denver area, winter 1995, as reported by the Regional Air Quality Council ("Blueprint for Clean 
Alr, Phase II Subcommittee Reporl~]' April 24,1998). Blanks indicate that no value was prov|ded 
for a given source type and pollutant category. Values given with each pollutant are in tor~ per 
day. Total percentages for eaoh pollutant may not equal 100 percent dueto rounding. 
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differences between the inventory estimates for 
PM~_s and the [e~eptor modeling estimates 
derived from the source and ambient PM=... data 
collected dudng the Study. Additiqnal research is 
needed to explain this differefice. 

• • R E C O M M E N D E D  F U T U R E  W O R K  

Budget and time constrairit~ did not permit 
comptetP, analysis of all the data collected in the 
NFRAQS. The NFRAQS scientists recommend 
the following 1uture projects: ' 

Emission inventory' verification work is need=d to 
understand: 

Discrepancies between observed and 
estiroated contributions to PM~ from gasoline 
and diesel engines. 
The relative Importance of smoking vehictes, 
high emitters (not having a visible plume), 
and =puffing" vehicles (those that emit a puff 
of smoke when starting cold or when 
accelerating) to the NFRAQS gasoline vehicle 
PM¢s apportionment. 

In-use diesel fleet emissions and the 
influence of cold temperatures on their 
emission rates. 

Differences between NFRAQ$ results and 
inventory estimates of the contribution of dust 
to PM~5. 

Limited obsewations in different parts of 
Denver suggest that as littl~ as 0.1% or as 
much as 2.5% otthe in-use, light-duty vehicle 
fleet emits visible paneled. Because 
smoking vehicles have PtV~ e.'nlssion rates 
more than 1(30 times higher than those of 
new technology vehicles, these observations 
should beverifled. The NFRAQS observation 
of the significance of high-emitting and 
smoking vehicles tothe "brown cloud" should 
be investigated. 

Analysis of individual NFRAQS episodes 
should he performed, to provide additional 
insight regarding the dynamics of PMzs 
formation and the importance of different 
pollutant source types, such as ground level 
vs. elevated sources, to observed PM~.~ 
concentrations. 

The reasons for and sources of the relatively' 
high PM~ concentrations along the ~outh 
Platte River to the north and east of Denver 
shoulO be invest igated. These 
concentrations may be confined to the high 
humidity, stagnant c~nditions near the River. 

The Study did not determine the sources of 
the seGondary ammonium nitrate and sulfate 
particles at the ru•l sampling sites, so it is 
not clear whether the  NO= and SO2 
precursors leading to particle formation were 
produced nearby or whether they were 
transported from the urban areas. 

The relationships between PM~. s 
concentrations and visual air quality at 
NFRAQS sampling ~tes should he 
determined, using the high quality chemical 
and optical data collected during the ~tudy 
periods. 
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Figure 1. Average ~ourc~ and chemica! ¢ontrBbutions to the 24.hour average PMu concentration 
at Welby during the W'mter 1997 NFRAQS episode periods, using receptor modeling with detailed 
speoiatien. ~ u m e s  of ammonium nitrate and ammonium sulfate were not identified. Average 
co~mtxatioms during the entire winter season ere lower than those shown. The day-to-day 
var|abilily in apportianmenls is 15-30% with the exception of wood burning, which has greater 
variation due to burning restrietiorm. The uncertainty in the apportionments for any single 
smnpling period is about 15-3l~,. 
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Figure 2, 24-hour average source and chemical contribution8 to PM~.~ al ali monitoring sites 
during the Winter 1997 NFRAQ~ episode perieds~ using del~iled |;peciatle, with receptor 
modeling. Sources of ammonium nitrate and ammonium sulfate were not idenlifle0[. Average 
concentrations during the entire winter season am |ower than tho~e shown. The day-to-day 
va[iability in apportionments is 15-30%, arid the uncertainty in appoz'tionment= for Ezny single 
sampling peried is about 15-30%. 
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AN EXHAUST AFTERTREATMENT STRATEGY FOR OPTIMIZING DIESEL 
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ABSTRACT 

Many technologies under development wilhin the 
diesel engine Industry seel(to reduce or ellminate 
keypei;utants, irnprove engine performance, save 
fuel or reduce oosts, These technologists include 
pre-Gornbu~b,~ elements such as air and fuel 
modlflcatlons, in-cylinder combustion elements 
such as combustion chamber and valve design 
and fuel injection, and post-cornbu~on elements 
such as exhaust after[reatment i.e. thermal 
oxidation, partculate and NOx traps, catalysts, 
and non-thermal plasmas, Most of these 
techno]ogies =-re being developed as discrete 
systems and often face frustrating =trade-offs" 
such as emission reductions causing engine 
performance degradation and/oran fuel penalties 
or ~e  common PM/NOx dilemma. This papsrwill 
discuss an approach aimed at eliminat~no these 
'~rade-offs" through the combination of. discreet 
technologies to form integrated and optimized 
systems for emission redu~on. 

The paper will present the business model of 
Cery~ Into. atechnology integrator and will present 
a unique relationship between Ceryx, Therrnatrix, 
and Southwest Research Institute which has 
re,~ulted in the integration of tednnoiogies for 
d~ese! ernlssion reduction. Rnally, the paper wlll 
fQcus on an integrated exhaust aftertreatment 
strategy, the four-way converter, which combines 
several key technologies to sirnultan~0usly 
reduce particulale matter (PM), unburned 
hydrocarbons (HC), carbon monoxide (CO) and 
oxides of nitrogen (NOx), while main~.aining 
engine performance, and minimizing fuel and 
capital costs. 

INTRODUCTION 

Beginning in the 1970's, diesel engine 
rr~nufacturers have developed technological 
approaches in response to increasingly stringent 
air quality regulations. The characteristics and 
pertormance requirements of hea~y-duty diesel 
engines, howL~er, have prevented them from 

'achieving emission levels commensurat=_ with 

light-duty gasoline vehicles. Despite the fact that 
diesel engines provide significant advantages in 
fuel efficiency, retiab,ity and durability, control of 
PM and NO= emlsslons have presented a 
considerable challenge. This paper addresses 
the challenges fac¢~l by the diesel industry and 
offers an integrated, systems-level approach to 
technology development in answer to those 
ci'~llenges, The followingslides were presented 
at the DEER 1998 conference and witl be 
discussed in each subsequent section of this 
paper. 

Poor air quality represents a sedous thre~, to the 
health and quality of life of people across the 
globe, as well as Increasing the burden on the 
U.S. and international economy. These threats 
exist despite progress being made al many Iooal, 
state and federal levels to curb the growing 
pollution problem due to increased 
industrialization and the expansion of motor 
vehicle usage. Many approaches have been 
developed over the last decade to combat 
pollutants [pr/rnadly oxides of nitrogen (NOx), 
hydrocarbons (HC), particulate matter (PM) and 
carbon monoxide (CO)] contributed by mobile 
soumes. The paper wilt infroduce the.concept of 
an integrated four way converter devioe 
developed to simultaneously reduce the four key 
pollutants attributable to diesel engines: PM, HC, 
CO and NOx. 

THE DIESEL CHALLENGE 

• The diesel will continue to dominate 
globally due to its high effJeienoy, long 
service life and cortlrnemial viability 

° While only 4% of all motor vehicles, 
d iesis act~unt for 40% of NOx and 75% 
ol=PM 

Slide 1. The Importance of 1he 
Diesel Engine 

The die~el engine has enjoyed worldwide 
dominance in stationary and mobile markets. 
given the fact that it is the most effick~=nt prime 
mover available. Due to increased Interest in the 

b 
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diesel as a means to reduce global warming, 
renewed focus has been placed on reductions in 
particulate matter and oxides of nitrogen. Many 
technologies currently under development within 
the diesel engine industry seek to reduce Or 
eliminate these key pollutants, yet have difficulty 
in simultaneously improving eng!ne performance, 
saving fuel or reducing costs, all tour of which are 
critical elements to SL~cessful technology 
Introduction. 

Key Criteria for= New_Diesel Engine Technolouv 
..R&.D Plan for the Office of Adv~inced Automotive 
Technoloqies 

The National Research Council's Review of the 
Researgh and Development P!,~n fQr the Office 
of Advan~-ad Automotive Technologies 
recommended the plan "shoUld ensuret~at its 
program irmludes s major eng!neering effort m 
integrat~ particulate trap=, redudng and 
oxidizing catalysts, plasmas, andfuel additives, 
as well as advanced materia!s, sensors, and 
controls, into a complete after-treatment 
s~'tem to control emissions." 

91ide 2. Technology R&D Pie 
for the OAAT 

For too long it has been hoped that a =silver bullet' 
solution to the emissions problems will emerge, 
be it advanced fuels, engine design, or after- 
treatment. A more realistic approach m.ay be to 
look at the integration of technologies. 

Since the invention of the compression ignition 
engine by Diesel in Germany and Stewart in 
England in the late 19 ~ Century, progresstowards 
improvementhas been steady and on-going. "ri~ 
four pdmary factors motivating technic, el 
advancement of the CI engine are fuel economy, 
engine performance, emissions and cosL In the 
late 20 th Century, these four factors continue to 
motivate and guide technological improvement. 
More recently, issues regarding emissions have 
become increasingly important with ]egislation 
for~ing the ~mi~-'sion factor to the forefront, 
Concerns over g|oba! warming and thedrive lo 
develop ultra-high mileage vehieles have led to 
renewed interest in the diesel: 

Slide 3, Key Criteria for Diesel Engine 
Tel~hnology Selection 

COST 

The cost of new teahnology must always be 
. addressed in a free market economy. In 

evaluating new technologies, the capital cost of 
the equipment, as well as operating coets 
Including maintenance and fuel penalty must be 
calculated in the overall life-cycle costs of new 
equipment. All things being equal, the Iowi~r cost 
technology will alway¢ be preferred. However, 
different market sectors are affected differently by 
cost slructure. 

Each marketsector has different price elasticities 
based upon such factors as air quality 
regulations, polilical environment, economic 
conditions, fuel and techn0iogy subsidies and 
eornpe~om pricing strategies. The public transit 
sector, through the Environmental ProteoUon 
Agenc3/s Urban Bus RebuildProgram established 
to reduce postulate matter emissions from urban 
buses by 25%, and then later to 0.1 g/bhp-hr 
(0.13 g/kW-hr}; has an artificial price ceiling that 
was established by the EPA, engine 
manufacturers and transit authorities at $7940 
(1992 dollars). 

This is a case of the cost criteria driving the 
technology development. Other market sectors, 
such as mining, are less sensitive to cost, and 
me re sensitive 1o health and safety issues as they 
relate to emissions reduction. On-highway fleet 
owners and operators are highly sensifiveto .cost, 
as evidenced by their extreme reluctance to 
accept alternative fuel strategies and more 
complex and costly aftertreatment systems. 
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FUEL I=I=NAL'i'Y 

Fuel penalty is another cost factor which must be 
carefully examined when evaluating technologies. 
For most ¢ommemial .operations using diesel 

engines as the pdme mover, 1he ~uel cost 
accounts for a majority of the llfe cycle costs 
associated with operating the engine. For many 
trucking fleets, fuel aceou rrts forever 7S% of total 
O&M costs. Many market seCtors such as tru~ks, 
buses, and construction are highly dependent on 
low O&M costs, and are very ser=sitive to ~ue[ 
pricing and engine maintenance costs. On the 
other hand, industries such as stand-by 
generators and mining applications, are less 
sensitive to fuel economy penalties associated 
with mission reduction strategies. 

PERFORMANCE 

Emissions reduction technologies must not 
significantly detract from engine performance 
defined as acceleration, peak torque, nnise, 
vibration, and response. Exhaust aRertreatment 
technologiesthat ere.ate significant ba~kpres~ura 
degrade engine performan~e~ignificantlyand can 
encounter barriers to introduclion based on this 
criterion alone. Manydi.esel industry sectors rely 
heavily upon the performance of the diesel end 
¢.a~not ~ p t  d e G ~  performance =~ a trade- 
off for emission reductions. 

Many state and !o~1 pollution reduction strategies 
hove met with failure due to owners and operators 
disabling systems to increase their engine's 
performance. This Is particularly true in areas 
wtlere line-haul trucks enceunter steep grades 
and higher altitudes. In the esriy 1990:s, Me 
CARE) targeted several of the overpasses leading 
up to Lake Tahoe for its heavy-duty Veh~le 
Inspection Program, as many of the trucics were 
disconnecting aneroid valves to increase engine 
performanGeoverthe grade. While GARB'viewed 
this as a violation of the smoldng truck ordinance, 
the truckers were making economic decisions 
b~sed on transport deadlines. 

EMISSIONS 

Given its relatively low initial cost, high efficiency 
(low fuel penalty), and ex,~tlent performance, the 
diesel engine has domihated most pdrne mover 
markets. However, the diesel's dominance is 
threatened by both the real and perceived 
impa~s of its harmful pollu~n: ern~ssions, in 
order to reduce emissions, at least one if not all 
three of the pret~edlng criteria of cost, fuel penally, 
and perfom~nce must becornpromised. Clearly, 
the most attractive emission control technologies 
are these which offer the highest level of control 

while minimizing the deleterious effects on the 
other criteria, 

Two opposing trends are also currently taking 
• piece with regard to the future growth ot diesel 
vehicles worldwide. On one slde, environmental 
agencies are focusing on smeller particles and 
ozone levels as contributing factors to decreased 
health and sir quardy. This translates to tighter 
control of fine diesel particles and oxides ot 
nitrogen. Based on a series of studies in recent 
years, particulate standards have added two new 
PM~.s standardssetat 15/~g/mZannual mean, and 
65 y~g/m ~, 24 hour average, whi(e [staining the 
current annual primary PM~o standard of 50 
p g / m  -~. 

As various countries focus in, reusing attention on 
particles less than 2.5 microns in siT.~, the diesel 
becomes a larger target, as the majodty of all 
diesel particles are in this range. On the other 
side, concerns over increased CO~ and global 
warming have increased focus on lower carbon 
dioxide levels, where diesel engines are superior, 
The U.S. Partnership for a New Generation of 
Vehicles (PNGV) has identified the diesel engine 
as the powe~lant with the highest potenliai to 
achieve these overall emission reductions. 

8lids # shows an over-simplified diagram of the 
diesel engine, breaking emission control 
technologies into three primary, componer~s: pro- 
combustion, in-cylinder combustion, and post 
combuslion. Pro-combustion is primarily 
relegated the 1lows entering the engine, namely 
the fuel and air. In-cylinder eombusUon is related 
to the geometry and process Oasign of the engine 
the influences the h'ber~tion of energy and the 
formation and destruction of the pollutants, Post- 
combustion is defined as technologies to treat 
exhaust gases leaving the cyinder. 

I ~ , 0 1 ~  I n ) m t k l h  I~RtiM0nL.,. o 
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Slide4. Pre, In-Cylinder, and Post Combustion 
Te~Imologi¢= for Diesel Engine Emir=ion 

Reduddon 
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Internal combustion engine operation can be 
divided Into tllree categories: pro-combustion, in- 
cylinder combustion and post-combustion. The 
p re-combustion phase involves such elements as 
fuel sto~k, Gombustion chamber design, 
compression ratio, injector system and others. 
The in-cylinder combustion phas'e involves 
parameters such as fuel metering, m~ure and 
composition, the air/fuel ratio, uniform cylinder 
distnbuti0n, presence or absence of e~aust gas 
reeirculation,valvef~ming, scavenging, fuel mass, 
volume and temperature. The post-combustion 
phase includes ~xhausl gas aEert~eatment 
devices such as thermal afterburners, oxlclation 
and reduction catalysts, pa~eu[ate tra~s, and 
non-thermal plasmas, 

Moderate control of NO= (8 g/kWhr or6 g/bhphr) 
and PM (0.7 g~:Whr or 0.5 g/bhphr~, require 
further optimization of the overal[ combustion 
system. While traditional app~aches such as 
variable fuel-lnlectlon liming, high pressure fuel 
inje~ion and charge air cooling are suitable 
approaches, it Is a combination of the pro, in- 
cylinder, and post-combus6on elements of the 
engine that will ultimately correspond to U.S. 
federal emission standards for PM and No= This 
is particularly true for PM, with tighter U.S. 
standards (0.13 g/kWhr or 0.10 g/bhphr) that 
became efle~ve in 199~.. Despite the 
requirement not to further limit PM in light of the 
NO x requirements, in March of 1993 the EPA 
(Environmental Proteddon Agency) published a 
ruling reducing PM to 0.05 g/bhphr. In !995 the 
EPA, California Air Resources Board (GARB) and 
automotive engine industry signed a Staiementaf 
Principles outlining their joint understan~ng of the 
actions required to meet a 2 g/bhphr NOx limit by 
year 2004. This standard is expecte d to tighten 
once" again upon further, technotogicat 
developments. In the U.S., urban buses are 
currently required to meet a 0.1 g/bhphr (0.18 
g/kWhr) PM standard under certification 
standards set by the EPA. And the recent 
settlement between the EPA and seven major 
diesel engine manufacturers looks towards 
developing technologies aimed ~t meeting both 
PM and NOx standards. 

CERYX 

Ceryx has established a mission of efte~ively 
integrating all oftheelements of the c!ie~el engine 
in a =systems-level" approach in which the 
positive elements or various technologies can be 

• combined and Integrated to enhance the 
effectiveness of each discrete system. The first 
exampte of this approach has been the 
proprietary four-way converter developed by the 
company, in conjunction with two key 
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Ceryx, Mission 

• IntegratePre-, In-Cylinder, and Post-Combustion 
Engin~ Technologies ~n a =Sy~tems-LewF Go.~t- 
Effe~ive Approach 1o a~hieve Emissions 
Reduction, Engine Performance and Fuel 
Economy. 

• Example of the Integration Strategy: Preprieta~ 
4-Way Converter. 

• Example of InnoYa6ve Gollabora~on: Oeryx, 
Thermatrix ~nd Southwest Research InslRute 
teaming to win $1.65M 1998 NIST-ATP award, 

Slide 5. The Ceryx Mission 

collaboration partner~: Therm~tr'~( Inc. of San 
Jose, Californlaand Southwest Research Institute 
el San Antonio, Texas. 

THERMATRIX 

Thermatri~ Background 

• TMX formed in 1992 
• Ls~ding'flameles= indu~dal technology" 
• Over 70 commercial Installations 
• 60~- employees; Offices in CA, TN, UK 
• IPO in 1996 
• 12 US Paten.ts; Many Pending 
• TMXDiesel Systems fen'ned in 1998 

Slide 6. Thermatrix Background 

Thermatrix is an industrial pollution control 
companythathas SuCGessfully Gommerciallzed its 
proprietary flameless thermal oxidation (FRO) 
technology, with over 70 inst~l]ations worldwide. 
The proprietary FTO technology is protected by 
more than 12 US Patents wilh many additional 
patents pending_ 

FLAMELESS'THERMAL OXIDATION 

Flameless Then'hal Oxidalon, the core of 
Thermatrix' proprietary teQhnology, is described 
as a self-sustaining exothermic reaction stabilized 
within the void fraction of a porous inert medium 
(PIM). By definition, the PIM is non.catalytic, i.e. 
surface chemistry does not play a role in 
promoting or retarding the rates or activation 
energies of chemical rea~ions within the system. 
Unlike a catalyst, the non-catalytic media is not 
prone to poisoning and deactivation due to 
contaminants, or damage from over ternperature 
operation. 
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81ida 7. 8=hematic of the Thermatri¢ 
Recuperated Flameles= l"hermal Oxidizer. 

A key feature of Fro is its operal~ng temperature. 
The temperature for the FTO chemistry is 
between 800 and 1000 °C, v/hioh is signlfiaantly 
lower than the lower temperature limit of 
flammability, yet significantly higher than catalyst 
assisted combustion, which takes place in the 
temperature range of 200-600 °C. A key 
advantage of the relatively low F r o  temperature 
is that liffle or no oxides of nitrogen are produced. 

Recent development activity has demonstrated 
the applicability of the F'TO technology towa~s 
the treatment of d~esel engine emissions, 
specifically, the oxidation of particulate matter. 
Proot of concept and prototype t~.sting has shown 
that the FTO technology is a feasible technology 
for post combustion treatment of diesel engine 
emissions, ~nd that the tec,~nology shows 
significant advantages over competitive 
technologies, 

The primary competitive technology for diesel 
engine parti0utate matter emissions reductions is 
the diesel particulatefilter (DPF'). Unlikethe DPF, 
the P'TO technolt}gy does not trap particulate and 
therefore is not subject to plugging, which can 
cause high engine backp~.ssure leading to 
engine performance degradation. 

The enthalpy, or heating value of the exhaust 
stream from reciprocating engines is ~picaIlytoo 
low to fuel a sell-sustaining reaction wave in an 
Fro;  therefore additional energy, in the form of 
fuel or electric heating, must be added to the 
system. In orderto minimize His acldition of fuel 
to the system, heat recovery i~ employed in the 
form of a reoupemtor. The role of a reouperator 
is to transfer heat from a hotter exiting gas stream 
Io the colder Inlet gas stream. Slide 6 shows a 
s~hernatie of a recuperative oxidizer, which forms 
the bast= of the chemical rea~or platform. 

Slide 8 shows the profile of temperature versus 
dislance, or location in the recuperative oxidizer. 
The profile consists of three primary regions: a 
preheat zone, a reaction zone. and a heat 
transfer/cool down zone. 

F ro  RE~ULTS 

A prototype FTO system was tested on a 12 liter 
heavy duty truok engine certified lo meetthe 1996 
EURO-li ~tar~ard~. The engine Was ¢oupledto 
an eddy current dynamometer and fully 

Slide 8. Reaction Zones 

instrumented foT ste~ady-state mode test~lg. 
Propane was injected between the engine turbo 
charger exit and the inlet to the oxidizer in order 
to increase the exhaust g=s temperature upon 
exothermic reaction within the oxidiTer. 

Unburned hydrocarbons (HC), carbon rnonoxide 
(CO), oxides of nitrogen (NOx) and oxygen (02) 
were measured with standards instrumenf~tion 
using a heated sampling valve and heat traced 
sample line. Particulate Matter (PM) was 
measured with an automated version of the AVL 
smoke mater which measures particulate filter. 
loadings "and reports them in Filter Srrmke 
Number (FSN) units. 

Throughout the testing, the engine speed and 
load were reded according to the 13-mode 
European test cycle. The data plotted in the 
following elides represents test results from a 
number of individual mode points. Due to 
proprietary nature o| the work, the authors chose 
not 1o reveal mode speo{flc data. 

Slide 9 shows the. HC emissions plotted against 
the maximum FTO reactor temperature. The 
results show near complete destruction of HC at 
temperatures above about ~00 °C, and shows the 
emissions of unburned hydrocarbons decrease as 
a function of temperatu re. The lower temperature 
limit ol F-I'O operations is somewhat denned as 
the point at which HC emissions increase to 
unag~-eptable levels, 
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Slide 9. Hydrocarbon Emissions as a 
Function of Temperature 

Slide 10 shows a plot of CO agains~ maximum 
reactor temperature. Like HC emissions, the CO 
emissions decrease w~h increasing t~mpemture 
reaching near non-detect lards at temperatures 
above 1(~00 °C. The higher ternpBratures 
required for CO oxidation compared to HC 
oxidation ind~ate ~ e  that CO oxidation is more 
d~cult  to oxidize in the FTO. 
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Slide 10. Carbon Monoxide Reduction as a 
Function of Temperature 

Slide 11 shows the measured PM as a function of 
rea~or temperature. Like HC and CO, the PM 
destruction efficiency of the FTO is strongly 
dictated by the maximum reactor temperature. 
The discrepancy between different FSN results at 
constant temperature is a result of varying 
residence times in the reactor cause be different 
engine operating cor~dlSons. The results are 
encouraging because they show PM can t~e 
oxidized in a moderale temperature range (800- 
1200 °(3), similar to HC and CO. 
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Slide 11. PM Emissions as a 
Function of Temperature 

LEAN NOx CATALYST (IJNC) 

Southwest Research Institute has developed a 
novel lean NOx c~talyst (LNC) based on 
inexpensive transition metals impregnated into 
molecular sieves on non-precious metal ligands. 
The catalyst operates under oxygen-rich 
conditions In a temperature.range between 260- 
300°C. Unlike most lean NOx catalysts which 
use hydrocarbon as a reducing agent, the 
Southwest LNC uses CO as reductant and 
• erefore shows promise for use in a diesel 
engine exhaust wrlere HE; levels tend to be qulte 
low. Preliminary" resul~ with the catalyst te~ted 
on simulated ~xhaust containing at least 3%O~ 
show NOx reductions of 50%. Additional work is 
planned for a sodas of tests on actual diesel 
exhaust. Slide 12 shows the schematic of the 
catalytic cycle. 

4Fe(IZB) 7~ , - , ~  ~ O ' x . , I - . 4 l t *  

Ovcra~ ]~a]a=cc: 2NO-~ ZCO ,-~ 2(30; + N z 

Slide 12. Southwest LNC Cycle 

THE FOUR WAY CONVERTER 

Slide 13 shoW9 the integration of the Southwe.~t 
LNC and the Thermatrix FTO. Because the 
relatively cool diesel engine exhaust gases must 
be heated 1o temperature between BO0-1000 C 
tor complete oxidation of HC, CO, and PM to 
occur, the exhaust gases must pass through an 
lower temperaturewindow that is ideally suited for 
NOx mdu~on with the LNC. It is the integration 
of the LNC within the FTO that provides the 



environment for both oxidation and reduction 
¢hemistry to occ;ur in a cornpaGt Gonfiguralion. 
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Slide 13. Reaction Zones tor tile 
I n t e g r a t e d  F T O  e n d  L N C  

The development of a four-way converter for 
diesel engines isthe subject of intense research. 
The recent review by the Office of Advsnogd 
Automotive Technologies (OAAT) states, = The 
need to develop an after-treatment system to 
o~ntro! emiss|ons ot NOX, particulate mater, 
hydrocarbons, and carbon monoxid~ (is 
identified) as the most important breaklhrough 
technology required to make CIDI diesel engine 
competitive with spark-ignitscJ engines." Tl~e 
report goe~ on to ~ay =the aRer-trea~rnent system 
will be technically sc~phisticated, involving 
sensors, controls, catalysts, and advanced 
materials to support complex physical and 
chemical pmoesse~." 

The single unit should be capable of mduebg 
NOX to N~, and oxidizing PM, HC, ~nd GO to CO 2 
and HzO, without oxidizing SO 2 to SO s. The 
development of a cost effective four-way 
converter could lead to an overall im!orovement in 
fuel economy because the in-cylindercombusUon 
prooes~ could be 'oplimized for performance 
rather than emissions reduction. 

The sulfate problem could be alleviated through 
t h e  use of low sulfur fuels. Similar to the spark 
ignited engine, the four way converter will most 
likely be optimized by integrated pre-combustion 
and in-cylinder combustion strategies as welL 

C O N C L U S I O N ~  

,Solutions 1o the diesel engine emissions 
problems will require integrated technologies to 
achieve high emissions reductions without 
compromising fuel penalty or engine 
performer, s. 

Oeryx ins. is dedicated to integra~ng pre-, in- 
cylinder, and post- combuslion technologies to 

develop optimized systems for diesel emission 
control. A prime example of a Ceryx technology 
integration is the unique collaborative relationship 
between Ceryx, Thermatdx and Southwest 
Reseamh to combine proprietary F ro  and LNC 
technologies to develop a four way converter for 
the simultaneous reduclJon of PM, HC, CO. and 
NOx. 

Thermatrix has sucoeesfulh/applied its proprietary 
FTC) technology loward to the treatment of diesel 
exhaust emissions. Tests on a 12 liter heavy duty 
truck engine have shown reductions of PM in 
exGess of 90%, while deslmy~ng CO and HC to 
non-detect levels. 

Southwest Research has developed a novel lean 
NOx catalyst which has achieved 50% NC)x 
redu~ons in simulated exhausL SwRI is 
continuing development of the lean NOx cataJyst 
for apprmation to diesel engine exhaust. The 
unique cornbinalion of the two in ~ single device 
for simultaneous PM and NOx destruction meets 
the four key criteria of new diesel technology 
development as wel! as the ohaJtenges set torth 
by upcoming emissions regulations. 
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ENGINE COMBUSTION RESEARCH AT SANDINS COMBUSTION 
RESEARCH FACILITY 

Robert W. Carling 
Sandia National Laboratories 

ABSTRACT 

Over the past several years the engine 
combustion worker 8andia National Laboratories' 
Combustion Reseamh Facility has incorpo[ated 
new, more realistic engine hardware and grown 
with respect to the number of different projects. 
The approach we are currently emp.ioying is to 
assemble experimental hardware [hat mimic, s a 
realistic engine gegmetry while maintaining 
optical access. Forexample, we are using mulU- 
cylinder engine heads orone-oylinderversions of 
production heads mated to one-~--3rlinder engine 
blocks. Optl~l acee~ is then obtained through 
a periscope in an exhaust valve, quartz windows 
in the piston crown, windows in spacer platesjust 
below the head, or quartz ~ylinder liners. The 
objective of this paper i~ to desedbe the ongoing 
projects. 

Compmssion-fgrlition Engine~ 

(1) A one-cylinderversion of a Cummins N-series 
production engine has been fitted w~th a window 
in the piston grown and a periscope system in an 
exhauslvaive. Multiple imaging techniques have 
been used to study the in-cylinder precedes. 
From these data, a new conceptual description of 
soot formation in an operating diesel is proposed. 
Also, planar laser-induced fluorescence imaging 
is being used to map the in.cylinder NO 
distribution in time and space. (2) A new small- 
bore optically accessible diesel engine has been 
designed and assembled. The 4-valve head has 
a centrally Iocaled common rail injector. 
CITmacterization of 1he in-cylinde[ flows in the 
engine is being conducted. (3) The diesel 
simulatbn facility consists of a constant-volume 
combustion vessel that has a disk-shaped 
combustion chamber. The vessel has been 
designed to evaluate fuel sprays and ignition at 
diesel conditions at the time of fuel injection. (4) 
3"he evaluation ol the combustion process in a 
heavy-dutydiesel engine urjlizing alternative liquid 
fuels is a new pro~ect at Sandis. A one-cylinder 
Caterpillar engine is being used to conduct 
experiments evaluating alcohols and bio~esel. 

8parK.ignition Engfnes 

(1) in our port tuel-in~ection engine we are 
employing video imaging to investigate the 
evolution of liquid fuel films on combustion 
chamber walls dudng a simulated cold start. 
Flood-illuminated laser-induced fluorescence is 
used to observe the fuel films directly, and color 
video recording of visible emission from pool fires 
due to burning fuel films is used as an indirect 
measure of film location. (2) In our pmiect on 
direct fuel injection we are utilizing a 3-valve 
protot~e produ~on head mounted to a single- 
cylinder engine. The in.~linder flow field, 1he 
distribution of liquid and gaseous fuel, and the 
amount of wall wetting are being measure while 
varying engine tumble and swirl as well as injector 
type. (3) The diagnostic development P.ngine, 
permits measurement of the in-cylinder gas 
composition and state in a 4-valve prototype 
produv--tion head. Broadband, multFpoint Raman 
scattering is employedto make measurements of 
all major combustion species simultaneously. 
The tempora l l y - reso lved,  mult i-point 
measurement allows both the ~uctu~tions in 
mixture composition and the length scales of the 
mixture homogeneities to be determined. 

INTRODUCTION 

The engine combustion department at 8andia 
National Laboratories' Combustion Research 
Facility has had a close interaction with the 
automotive industry for nearly 20 years. Our 
original research invoked the application of 
advanced, primarily laser-based, diagnostics to 
optically aeeecsible single-cylinder engines. 
Compromises in engine geometry were made to 
accommodate optical accessibility;, for example, 
usingvalves and spark plugs mounted in the side 
wall of the combustion chamberallowed the use 
of a window providing heady fult-bore, optical 
access to the cylinder. 

Over the past few years, advances in lasers, in 
computer speed and storage capacity, in 
electronics, and in detectors have enabled our 
researchers to consider more realistic geometries, 
Today, all ol our single-cylinder engines emptoy 
production or prototypicai engine heads. Optical 
access is accomplished via several means: 
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extended (8owditch) pistons, periscopes in an 
exl~ust valve, quartz cylinder liners, or windowed 
~pacem between the piston liner and head. 

This paper is intended to describe the current 
taeattties and projects and present recent results. 
It i9 divided into two so=ions: compression- 
ignit~n and sparl(-ignition engines. 

P..,ONIPRF.SSION-IG tt ITION ENGINES 

Heavy-Duty Eng/ne 

Recognizingthe need for a greaterunderstanding 
of the diesel ¢ombuetion prooess, a considerable 
effort has been made in recent years to obtain 
detailed in-cylinder measurements. Thes_ = 
studies have significantly improved our 
understanding of dieeel combustion. Thmt hays 
also contributed to 1he ability of manufacturers t~ 
meet strict emission standards without sacrificing 
engine performance. However, many aspects of 
diesel combustion remain unknown, and 
understanding them is critical to the deveropment 
of future diesel engines that will have to meet 
even more st=lngent emission standards. 

The optical-access engine used in this work is a 
single-cylinder, direct-injection, 4-stroke diesel 
engine based on a Cummins N-~eries production 
engine. The N-series is typical Of heavy-duty 
size~ass diesel engines, with a bore of 140 mrn 
and a stroke of 152 ram. Figure I is a schematic 
illustration of the engine [1]. 

Our challenge in the heavy-duty diesel are~ is to 
develop a more complete understanding or a 
=conceptual model" of how diesel combustion 
proceeds. An accurate conceptual model Would 
provide a frameworkfor interpreting experimental 
measurements, guide the development of 
numedc.al modeling, and furnish engine designers 

a mental image to focus their thinkMg. The 
development of advanc~l laser-basedtechnique~ 
has provided a means for making detailed irvsitu 
measurements of the proceasee o~urring inside 
of a reacting diesel luel Iet. Planar imaging 
allows specific species wi~in the reactin 9 jet to 
be measured with high epatial and temporal 
resolution, and many of these leohniques can be 
designed to yield semi-quantitative and even fullF 
quantitative data. We have applied diagnosticcto 
investigate vadous aspects "of the diesel 
combustion process in the general order that they 
occur, Irom the start of injection to the end of the 
apparent heat release [2]. 
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Figure 1. Schemati¢ olt Ol=~ical-a¢cess 
d['msal engine showing the laser sheet along 
the fuel jet axis. 

To ~amine liquid-phase fuel we have employed 
elastic-scatter imaging through the piston crown. 
Liquid fuel was found to extend 23 mm into the 
combustion chamber [3]. Quantitative, planar 
laser Rayleigll s~tter images of the vapor-fuel 
and air mixture illustrated that ahead of the liquid 
fuel jet, vapor-phase fuel extends across the 
chamber [4]. Chemiluminescence imaging has 
been used to examine the autoignltion process 
while planar laser-induced fluorescence (PLIF') 
images of polycy¢liG aromatic hydrocarbon 
emissions were obtained to help determine 
whether the e-~rty combustion is volumetric or 
confined to the periphery of the jet [5]. Laser- 
induced incandescence and elastio-acatter 
images I~ave been usecl to observe soot 
formation ancl distribution [6]. Finally, PLIF 
images of the OH radical have shewed the 
development of the diffus'zon flame [7]. 

Figure 2 illustrates the theory of diesel 
combustion that was generally accepted prior to 
the application of laser-sheet diag no~ics in diesel 
combustion research. S~qown is a slice through 
the mid plane of the combustlng fuel jet. The 
dark area depicts a region of dense fuel droplets 
(possibly with an intact liquid stream near the 
injector). This is surrounded bya region of more 
disperse, vaporizing droplets and vapor fuel The 



diffusion flame forms around the jet periphery 
where the fuel and alr meet. 

0 

D~us~on Flame ~ . V a p o r  Fuel 
Liquid Fuel and Droplets 

Soot Concentration 

+ Figure 2. Schematic illustration of the "old" 
view ofdieseleonnbustion (prior to laser-sheet 
imaging studies}, showing a slice through the 
mid plane of a rejecting JeL 

The work at Sandla combined wlt-J results from. 
ether rose, robert has led us to a new descdptior. 
of diesel combustion during the mixing~ontrolled 
burn. prZor to the end of fuel injection, This is 
shown in Figure 3. 
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Fuel-Rich Prer'tlixecl Flame 
Initial ~ Forrna~on 
Then'~al NO Producttan Zone 
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Figure 3. A schematic il[ustration of the 
conceptual model of D] diesel combustion 
derived from laser-sheet imaging for a typical 
time during the first part of .the mixing 
controlled bum (i.e., prior to the end of 
injection). 

The model shown in Figure 3 correlates virtually 
all of the data from a wide variety of imaging 
diagnostics, and it unifies these data in a 
d~r ip t ion of how DI diesel cernlcustion occurs 
foratyplcal, moderndiesel-engine condition. Our 
work continues to explore in-cylinder diesel 
combustion. We seek to Improve or expand the 
model in ~everal area~" the region between the 
tip or the liquid fuel and the point at which sac1 
appears; the burnout phase; how the model is 
affected beyond the operating conditions of this 

i 

engine; and the effects of wall interactions and 
swirl. 

LJght-Duty Engine 

The Partnership for a NewGeneration of Vehicles 
(PNGV) goat of producing an 80 mile-per-gallon 
automobile with e 400 mile cruising range 
requires significant technological advances in 
n'~ny areas. One of the most criticalcomponents 
i~ the engine itself. Of all possible eng!nes, a 
high-speed, smaU-bore, dlmct-tnje~ion diesel 
engine is the strongest candidate. These engines 
offer high thermal efficiency, have demonstrated 
reliability, and am oompatibfe with projected 
PNGV vehicle designs including both proposed 
hybrid-electric and high-efficiency mechanical 
drive trains. In addition, they have considerable 
potential for further . improvements in 
performance, fuel economy and emissions, and 
the potential for meeting the PNGV cost and time 
frame goals. 

Achieving the PNGV goals will require advances 
in many areas, including: the design of the fuel. 
Injeclion/combustion systems and in-cylinder 
control of • pollutant formation; exhaust 
aftertreatment; turbochargers; engine 
architecture, materials, and controls; and fuels. 
Among these, the design of the luel- 
injection/combustion system and associated in. 
cylinder control of pollutant formation are two of 
the most crilica/. The current knowledge base in 
these two cr'~cal areas is .inadequate, and a 
rese~mh program ha¢ b~en dmveloped to pr6vide 
better fundamental understanding. 

A one-~ylinder head has been specially designed 
for this project, it has 4-valves with central 
injection using a common rail configuration. Initial 
experiments, have been conducted collecting 
chemiluminescence images and soot luminosity. 

Diesel Sfmufation Fa¢ili~ 

Meeting stringent new emLssions regulations 
while maintaining or improving the efficiency el 
diesel engines is a difficult challenge for diesel 
engine manufacturers. Some of the design 
changes used to meet emissions regulations, 
such as retarded injection timing, result in less 
efficient engines. To compensate for these 
efficiency losses and t o  improve engine 
performance and power density, engine 
manufacturers have boosted in-cylinder gas 
densities through the use of turbo~,'harging. Thls 
approach offers the potenlPal for still greater 
improvements in diesel engine performance and 
emissions. However, little is known about the 
effects of gas densities highel than those in 
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current technology diesel engines on injection, 
combustion and emissions processes. 

The diesel-combustion simulation facility, shown 
in Figure 4, consists of a pressure ve~se] with 
complete opl~cal access in wl~loh diesel engine 
conditions oan be simulated over a much wider 
range of conditions than is possible in an engine. 
Conditions that can be simulated include high 
power density' conditions with peak combustion 
pressures more than afactorof two higherthan in 
present diesel engines, 
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Rgure 4. Schematic of ¢iiesel simulation 
faoility. 

A typical pressure histoqt" of a simulated diesel 
condition is shown in Rgure 5. Prior to time zero, 
premixed gas is metered into'the combustion 
vessel under well-stirred conditions. Just after 
time zero, a spark plug ignites the premix~l 
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Figure 5. An example press=Jre history of the 
diesel simulation process for a ¢ombusting 
condition. 

charge which then burns (the first pressure rise). 
The hot product gases then cool due to heat 
transfer until the desired lherm, odynamic state for 
the diesel injection is reached. Tha fuel injector is 
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then triggered and the diesel spray autoignites 
and burns [the second pressure rise). 

A recent key result has shown that in-cylinder gas 
density has a larger effect on the penetrat/on of 
diesel jeIs than previously believecl. This effectis 
caused by a dependence of penetration on the 
dispersion ot a diesel jet, an effect that is not 
aoc, ou nted for in common models for penetration. 
Penetration time and length scales have been 
developed that account for this effe~ and that 
correlate penetration data over an extremelywide 
range of conditions, 

Work in thi~ area will continue to explore the 
effe=s of various engine and injector parameters 
on the characteristios of the liquid phase. The 
goal is to determine tl~e parameters controlling 
liquid penetration, the dependenoe of the liquid 
length on these parameters (the soaling), and to 
establish a comprehensive data base for model 
development. 

Alternative Fuels 

Presently, 27 [Dement of the transportation energy 
use and half ol ~ the transportation particulate and 
NOx emissions in the U.$. oGour as a result of 
heavy-dutytransportatlon. Moreover, thefuel for 
he~vy-duty transportation is pdm~dly petroleum- 
based (99 percent), and R is projected that by the 
year 2010, heavy-duty transportation alone will 
consume all the domestic petroleum production. 
The preferred engine for heavy-duty trans- 
portation is the diesel because of its high 
efficier~-'y and reliability. This preferenc~ is not 
expectedto change in the foreseeable future. As 
a result, development of advanced, high 
efficiency diesel engines that operate on 
alternative fuels or in a flexible-fuel mode, while 
meeting stringent new emissions regulations, will 
have significant payoff for efforts to reduce 
petroleum imports and improve the environment. 

For industWto develop advanced and flexibl~Pfuel 
engines, the knowledge I~se =onceming the 
effects of alternative tuets on diesel igniIion, 
eorn, bustion and emissions processes must be 
greatly expanded. Due to a significant research 
effort over the past several ye~s with petroleum- 
based diesel Eels, our understanding of diesel 
com.bu'stien is improved considerably. This 
research ~ provided important new insight for 
the diesel engine designers, including a 
s|gnfficantly chang~l picture of how die,eel 
combustion eccurs. However, additional reseamh 
iS required to determine howthese diesel ignition, 
combustion and emissions processes P..hange 
with a]temattve fuels, 
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The altemative fuels lat~o~tory is in the process 
of final assembly. We will be using a Caterpillar 
one-cylinder engine with optical access similar to 
that of the SandiafCummins engine illustrated in 
Figure 1. -the Caterpillar engine is a 4-valve, 
direst inje~ion with a 1,7 liter combustion 
chamber. The fuels research will focus on using 
advanced laser-based diagnostics to understand 
the effects ol various altemative fuels (e.g., 
biodiesel, alcohols, end blends of these with 
diesel fuel) on diesel combustion and emission 
formation processes. 

SPARK-IGNITION ENGINEI~ 

Port-lnj~ctlon 

To meet future, ultra-low-emission vehicle 
regulations in California, significant reductions will 
need to be achieved in unburned hydrocarbon 
(UHC) emissions during col~ sta.l. Typically, 
more than 60 percent of the UHC emissions 
measured dudng the .Federal Test Procedure 
occur in the first two minutes when the catalyst is 
not yet hot enough to efficiently convert the Ur ic  
in the exhaust. Also during this period, the 
~empemtures of the port wails, intake valve[s}, 
and combustion chamber surfaces are too low to 
fully vaporize the I=.quid fuel. As a result, even for 
dosed-valve, port fuel injectien (PR), liquid rue| 
can enter the cylinder during intake, and exist in 
the combustion chamber both as droplets and 
films on the wails and in crevices. While it is 
believed that all liquid that remains suspended as 
an aerosol during compression does vaporize, it 
h~s recently become apparent that a significant 
portion o! the liquid film on the wails survives 
compression heating, and exists there at the time 
of ignition. Perh~-ps even more surprising, the 
thicker of 1base liquid films appear to survive 
combustion. Thus, although it is wall known that 
crevieP.s are the main =cures of exhaust UHC 
under steady, operating conditions, it is Iikelythat 
the diffusion-controlled burning of liquid-fuel films 
is a major contributor to UHC emissions during a 
cold starL 

The work reported here involves a facility 
specific, ally designed for the study of cold-start 
phenomena in FF! engines [8]. A schematic of 
the engine facility is shown in Figure 6. 

~nleaor 
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Figure 6. Single-cylinder research engine with 
exterlded "Bow direlY" piston for ~isualization 
of the combustion chamber. 

As noted in the figure, the engine employs a 
Bowditoh piston that provides optics| a¢cessto 80 
percent of the combustion chamber of a 
¢ontemporary;4-cylinder, DOHC head featuring 
four ,;aires per cylinder with blfumated intake 
ports. A single.cylinder ~rankc~se is used, with 
the number three combustion chamber of the 
head mounted to the cylinder. 

For the purpose of evaluating different injection 
timings, the repeatability of the test procedure is 
important. Rather than use an actu~ cranking 
start, for which them can be a high degree of 
variability, we maintain the engine at a constant 
coolant temperature and motor the engine at a 
constant speed, Fuel injeolion and ignition are 
then enabled lot a spec'rfied number of engine 
cycles, typically ranging between 50 and 200. A 
master computer is dedicated to video image 
acquisition and capture. Software has been 
developed to annotate the video records in real 
time with an overlay, as illustrated in Figure 7. 
The number in the upper-left comer is the or~nk 
angle of the captured image. This can be fixed 
for a test sequence, or it can be incremented 
each cycle, producing a 'pseudo movie' that 
simulates the time evolution of an event by 
recording images at sequential crank angles that 
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actually' occur in dh'ferent engine cycles. Shown 
on th~ right-hand ~lde cf the imag~ in Figure 7 i~ 
a graphlo dLqpla~/of the gro~ indioated mean 
stlective pressure (IMEP). 

N. 

=7,7 " " " -  - - ~ " ~ "  

Figure 7. Single video frame, annotated 
wPu~ the crank angle of ¢~aptum, ~-~/cle 
number, IMEP, and combustion chamber 
geometry. The concentd0 circles 
indicate the cylinder bare and clear 
aperture through the window in the 
piston. The larger valves on the left are 
the intake valves. 

In recent experiments, we have used f la i l -  
illuminated laser-induced fluorescence to observe 
the fuel films directly, and colorvideo ~ r d i n g  of 
vLsible emission 1ram pool 1ires. The engine was 
fueled with pumpgmde 87 octane gasoline. The 
heavier ends of gasoline fluoresce when excited 
by a frequency-tripled Nd:YAG laser. 
Fluorescence tram vapor phase luel is much 
weaker than that from tiquid fuel, so that vapor is 
not detected usingthistechr=ique, Aconventional 
color video camera was used to oonductthe pool 
fire imaging. The pool fires are due to bumirtg 
rue| flim~ and are u~ed as an indirect measure of 
fuel film location. 

The techniques described above have been used 
to investigme the evolution of liquid fuel films on 
combustion chamber w~Is in a comparaUve study 
of open and closed valve injection, for coolant 
temperatures of 2o, 4o and 60=0. In general, for 
all cases it was found that fuel films form in the 
vloinltyol:the intake valve seats. Fordosedvalve 
injection, films also form below the intake valves 
and below the Sclulsh region between the intake 
valves and the cylinder wall, while for open valve 
injection additional fuel films form below the 
exhaust valves. It is expected that fuel films on 
the head net~r the exhaust valves ~.re a dirc~ 
source of unburned hydrocarbon emissions, that 
fuel films on the cylinder wall are a source ot fue! 
blow by into the crankcase, and that pool fires am 
a source of soot. 

Direct--fn]ection 

The successful operation of direct injection 
engine is closely coupled to the fuel-air mixing 
process in the cyliflcler which, in turn, is coupled 
to the air motion and type of injection system. In 
this project we are invecligating luel-air mixing 
using an early injection (near-homogeneous 
charge) strategy. The in-cylinder flow field, the 
distribution of liquid and gaseous fuel, and the 
amount of wall weffing are to be evaluatecl whne 
varying intake-charge tumble and swirl as well as 
injector type. 

We are using a 3-valve, direct injection, spark 
ignition head mounted on a optically acoeesib{e 
engine. This head allows variation of the intake 
flow uharaclaristics, and the engine incorporates 
s transparent cylinder and Bowditoh piston. 
Diagnostic capabilities in the lab include laser- 
induced fluorescence, Mie and schlieren imaging, 
and iaser Doppler velocimeiry. 

Figure 8. A spark-ignlted, direct-injection 
research engine, with ©ptical access. 

Diagnostic Development 

-fhe challenge in this project is to develop and 
apply a diagnostic technique that is able to 
measure the composition and thermodynamic 
state of the in-cylinder gases in an operating 
engine. This information is important to 
understanding how well the fuel and air in the 
fres h charge are mixed, and how the fresh charge 
subsequently mixes with the burned combustion 
residuals. The composition homogeneity, and 
thermodynamic state of the resulting mixture 
strongty influences pollutant formation as well as 
such phenomena as misfire and cyoIiovariabil~/. 



°,  

The diagnostic technique is shown s~hematic~lly 
in the Figure 9. Broadband, multFpoint Ram~n 
soattedng is employed to make measurements of 
all major combustion species, CO~, O z, N~, CO. 
fuel, and H=O, simuJtaneously. Mean species 
mole fractions measured from the beginning of 
the intake stroke, 0 CAD, to the top of the 
compression stroke, 360 CAD, are shown in 
Figure 10. The temporally-resolved, multi-point 
measurement allows both the f lu~j~ions in 
mixture composition an~l the length scales of the 
mixture homogeneities to be determined. By 
measuring all majorcombustion species,thetotal 
gas densit~ is detem~in~d, whiGh specifies the 
thermodynamic state ot ~he mixture. 

~ l  . ~  , . m ~  
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Figure 9. Scltemetie of the experimental 
apparatus employed for broadband~ multi- 
point Raman scattering measurements. All 
major combustion species, ttt~ total gas 
density i8 determined, which ~peeifiee the 
thermodynamic state of the mixture. 

The diagnostic te~l~nique desaribed above and 
demonstrated in aside valve engine with a quartz 
window head is now being applied to an engine 
wit~ a more realistic geometry. The engine heacl 
is a four-valve, pent-roof design with the side 

• walls missing to enable a laser beam to 
Interrogate the region near the spark gap. A 
quartz ring between the head and cylinder liner 
~nd an extended Dowditch piston are also being 
employed to provide additional optical acoess. In 
this new facility wears single-shot measurements 
of residual concentrations in a raalisUc operating 
engine. 

D " :  : : : : : : "  2 :  . . "  ; : ,  
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Figure 10. Mean mole Iterations of the major 
species of combustion measured in a firing IC 
engine, 
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LIQUID PHASE FUEL PENETRATION IN DIESEL SPRAYS 

Dennis L. Siebers 
Sandia National Laboratories 

ABSTRACT 

Mie-sca..'tered light imaging from the liquid-phase 
fuel In a diesel spray was used to Investigate the 
maximum extent of liquid-phase fuel penetration 
(/.e., the liquid length) and fuel vaporization 
processes in diesel sprays. The parameters 
reded In the Investigation Included: the Inlectlon 
pressure, the odfice diameter and aspect ratio, 
the ambient gas temperature and density, and the 
fuel volatility and temperat.ure, The experiments 
wereconducted in a constant-volume combustion 
vessel with extensive optical access. Fuels were 
injected with an electronically conb'olled, 
common-rail diesel fuel injector. 

The domin.snt trerlds observed were that liquid 
length (a) decreases linearly with decreasing 
orifice diameter, (b) is independent of injection 
pressure, (o) deQreases with increasing the 
ambient gas density or t~mperature, but in a non- 
linear manner, and (d) increases wilh decreasing 
fuel volatility. In addition, the results indfcate that 
the liquid length of a rnultFcomponent fuel is 
controlled by its Iowervolatility frac'dons. 

Two major conclusions were drawn from the 
observed trends. First, vaporization, like 
combustion in a diesel spray, is controlled by air 
entrainment into the spray (i.e., by turbulent 
mixing). Atomization and local intecphase 
transport prooess¢,~, such as droplet evaporation, 
do not limit the rate of vaporization. Second. 
vaporization in a diesel spray occurs to a large 
extent through a b~teh distillation-type process 
with highervolatiUtycomponents evaporating first 
and lower volatility components controlling the 
liquid length. 

I N T R O D U C T I O N  

Liquid-phase fuel penetration and vaporization 
are important factors in optimizing direct-injection 
diesel engine combustion processes, especially 
for 1he small-bore automotive diesels presenlly 
under development. Penetration of the fuel is 
needed to promote fuel-air mixing, but over 
penetration of the liqu~-.phase can lead to higher 
emissions if the liquid fuel impinges and collects 
on piston bowlwalls. This research examines the 
effects of a wide range of parameters on the 

maximum extent of iiqbid phase fuel penetration 
in diesel sprays (defined as the "liquid length") 
.with the goal of identifying the parameters and 
processes tha t  control fuel vapodzation and 
liquid-phase fuel penetration. 

E X P E R I M E N T  . 

The research wa~ conducted in the optically 
accessible constant volume combustion vessel 
using an electronically controlled, common-rail 
diesel fuel injector. A detailed descrlpIton of 1his 
diesel simulation technique is presentedin Ref. 1. 
Parameters varied in the investigation included: 
the injection pressure, the orifice diameter and 
asper~L ratio, the ambient gas temperature and 
density, and the fuel temperature and volatility. 
The ranges considered for the engine related 
parameters included those in current and pro.- 
posed new diesel engine technologies. Thefuels 
considered were octane, heptamethylnonane 
(HMN), and a standard diesel fuel (DF2). 

Time-averaged images of Mieoscattered lightfrom 
the liquid-phase fuel in the diesel sprays were 
used to determine the liquid lengths. Figure 1 
shows three of these images. Each image in the 
figure was acquired for a different ambient gas 
density with all other parameters held fixed. The 
light region in each image is Mie-sc~ttered light 
from the liquid phase fuel in the diesel spray. The 
fuel was injected from left to rightwith an injector 
orifice located at the far left ot each Image. The 
liquid length is determined from images such as 
shown in Figure 1 by dstining a threshold Light 
intensity and then determining the maximum axial  
extent of the spray with a scattered light intensity 
above this threshold. The liquid lengths for the 
three images in Figure 1 are given in the lower 
right corner of each image. 
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Figure 1. Time-average¢~ Mie-scattere¢l light 
image= for three s~ay= injeoted from left to 
right into the ambient gas density (o,) given in 
each image. The orifice pressure drop end 
diameter, the ambient gas temperature, the 
fuel temperature, end the fuel were I~E; MPa, 
246 ram, 1Q00 K, 438K, and DF2, respectively. 

R E S U L T S  A r I D  D I S C U S S I O N  

Two of the major trends observed in the liquid 
length data obtained from images such as those 
in Figure 1 are shown in Figures 2. anti 3. 
Figure 2 shows that the liquid length has ~ linear 
dependenoe on orifice diameter, deoreasing as 
the orifice diameter decreases for a .  cqrclitions 
examined, Figure 3 shows that the liquid length 
is independent of the inje~on pressure for all 
oon~ons. The trends in Figures 2 ~ ( ~  3 am 
those that woulU be expected if the rate of fuel 
v~podzation is controlled by ~e ~te of air 
errtrainment (i.e., turbulentmixing): an:ltherefore, 
strongly ~uggest that vaporization in ~ diesel 
spray is controlled turbulent mixing [1]. If 
vaporization were controlled by lceal int.erphase 
Wansporl processes (e.g., heatand masstransfer 
at droplet surf=oes), rcluid length dependencies 
on orifice ~iiameter and injection pressure other 
than those observed in Figures 2 and 3 would be 
expected [t]. 

The results in Figu re 2 are important forths small- 
bore engines currently being developed for aubo- 
motive applications, since liquid fuel impingerner, t 
on piston bowl walls is a concern in these 
engines. Figure 2 indicates tha~ the smaller 
orifice sizes used in small-bore engines 
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Figure 2. Liquid length versus orifice diameter 
for a wide range of conditior~. The terms in the 
legend am the ambient gas temperature CI') and 
density (p,}, tlhe orifice pressure drop {AP~), and 
the fuel type. The lines la the figures are linear 
least squares fit to the data for ear..tl set of 
eonditione given in the legend. 

will help mitigate liquid impingement problems on 
pistCn bowl walls Also, Figure 3 indicates that 
the current trend toward higher injeotion 
pressures in diesel engines for emissions control 
does not enhance liquid impingement on piston 
bowl wells. 
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Figure 3. Liquid length versus lhe pressure drop 
across the injector orifice for a w i d e  range of 
GondiUons, The term d in the k~gend is the orifice 
diameter. See Fig .  2 for definitions of the other 
terms. The lines in the figures are linear least 
squares fits to the data for each set of eonditiorm 
given in the legend. 
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Figure 4 shows severaJ other important trends 
observed in the d~a. Figure 4 is a comparison of 
the liquid lengths measured for the two single 
component tuels, HMN and octane, at various 
ambient gas densitie~ and temperatures. The 
results show that the liquid length de;reases in a 
strong non-linear manner with increasing density 
or temperature for each fuel, similar to trends 
obsewed in an engine over a much narrower 
range of condilions [2]. Also, comparison of ~he 
liquid lengths for each fuel shows that the liquid 
length increases with decreasing fuei volatility 
(cetane has a 40 K higher boiling point than 
HMN). The fuel vol~tility effem's are the most 
significant ~t lower temperature conditions (/.e., 
cold start and light load engine conditions). 
Furthermore, comparison of all three fuels 
examined sugges~ that rnultJ.~omponerd fuels, 
such as DF2, vaporiz~ bye batch di~dllation-~pe 
vaporization process with the most volatile 
components vaporizing first [1]. 
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Figure 4. The e f f e c t s  of d e n s i t y ,  
temperature and fuel volatility on liquid length. 
The lines identify the data for the different 
temperatures given In the legend. "lrhe solid lines 
pass through the octane data and the dashed 
lines pass through ~ e  HMN data. The orifice 
pressurD drop and diameter, the ambient gas 
temperature, and the tuet temperature were 
136 MPa, 246 pro, 1000 K, and 438 K, 
irespL.aotive[y, 
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